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1 Brief Description of the Methods

The strategy adopted by our team for the solution of the GTOC7 problem, is composed of three
major aspects:

- the choice of the asteroids to visit,

- the use of a global optimization algorithm to determine the optimal trajectories of mother
ship and probes,

- a transcription technique for the trajectories of the probes.

Reguarding the first aspect, we used a clustering technique to partition the large number of
asteroids into a set of smaller “homogeneous” groups; the homogeneity criterion is based on the
positions of the asteroids in different time istants and on the inclination of their orbital plane.
For the second aspect, we concentrated on the most promising cluster in terms of number of
asteroids and avarage proximity of the asteroids to its centroid. Since the centroid of a cluster is
a geometrical and no-physical entity, we considered as centroid its more “geometrically similar”
asteroid. The sequence of asteroids visited by each probe was a product of the cluster strategy
and a greedy selection based on the delta-velocity (DV) cost and the possibility to come back
to the mother ship in a feasible way.
Both the trajectory of the mother ship and of the probes were determined using a three-impulses
model: two impulses at the beginning and at the end of the leg and one deep-space maneuver.
The problem formulation for the determination of the legs involved 6 variables:

- the starting time of the leg,

- the time interval until the deep-space maneuver (first half-leg),

- the time interval from the deep-space maneuver to the final rendezvous (second half-leg).

- the three components of the first DV.

In the probe case the objective function was the minimization of the total DV of the entire
leg, instead for the mother ship we maximized the mass at the end of the trajectory. For the
optimization we used our own version of a controlled random search algorithm integrated with
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a local derivative-free refinement optimizer.
As third aspect, a direct trancription of probes trajectories was carried out by using a new
fast and simple heuristic, which is based on iterative adjustments of the thrusts on Lambert’s
“sub-arches”. Our heuristic performs a forward and backward propagation of the trajectory and
iteratively adjusts the mass gap. The heuristic showed to produce a feasible transcription of
trajectories in just few seconds.

2 Summary of the Trajectories

- Mother ship launch date: 61328.46719274398 MJD

- launch v∞: vx = −13.923904639488139 vy = 33.021730830886654 vz = −0.621791991970449

- dates of probe release:
Probe1: 62918.0486145722 MJD
Probe2: 63518.0486145722 MJD
Probe3: 62918.0486145722 MJD

- GTOC7 numbers of asteroids visited by each probe:
Probe1: 1883, 15941, 2087, 2090, 4990, 593
Probe2: 14207, 2335, 14232, 1270
Probe3: 9637, 9614, 8425

- dates of probe final rendezvous:
Probe1:65078.0486145722 MJD
Probe2:65708.0486145722 MJD
Probe3:64908.0486145722 MJD

- Mother ship final mass: 10511.21573080839 kg

- probe final masses:
Probe1: 1190.38960458871 kg
Probe2: 1124.56847978482 kg
Probe3: 1271.41974861377 kg

- value of performance indexes:
Primary: J = 13
Secondary: J ′ = 3586.377832987300

Reguarding the primary performance index, even if all probes visited asteroid 1883, whose
position coincides with that of the mother ship at every release and final rendezvous, the asteroid
is assigned only to probe1 following the guidelines of the performance computation described in
the problem description. Mother ship is moved only from earth to the asteroid 1883 (considered
the centroid of the cluster) and then no orbital changes are performed for the mother ship.
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3 Visual Representation of the Trajectories

In figure 1 the green and red ellipsis represent the heliocentric orbit of the Earth and of asteroid
1883 respectively, while the black curve represents the trajectory of the mother ship from the
Earth to asteroid 1883.
In figure 2, 3 and 4, for each respective probe, the red curves represent the trajectories of the
probe in rendezvous conditions with the visited asteroids, while the black curves represent the
legs from an asteroid to another; clearly the first and the last red arches represent the rendezvous
conditions with asteroid 1883, where release and rendezvous with the mother ship happen.
We don’t want to end up like Giordano Bruno... but the red star at the center of each figure is
the Sun.

Figure 1: Mother ship trajectory
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Figure 2: Probe1 trajectory
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Figure 3: Probe2 trajectory
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Figure 4: Probe3 trajectory
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